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Introduction 
Moderator: Hi everyone. Today weʼll be demonstrating an interactive bar experience designed 
to seamlessly integrate with a bar setting and encourage conversation among friends. The 
name of this bar is Ubi Bar. At Ubi Bar, customers can play a variety of touch-sensitive tabletop 
games, earning points toward free drinks as they play. Games make unique use of real-world 
physical objects like drink glasses to enhance the gaming experience. 
 
While an actual version of this table would have multiple games that players could easily jump in 
and out of, today we are focusing on one game we designed called Bar Hopper. In this game, 
players work cooperatively to collect beer glasses and take them to a temple while trying to 
avoid monsters and natural disasters along the way. When the game begins, you will notice 
variations in the terrain. This terrain is automatically generated based on the photos users have 
on their phones. So a player with photos of a beach might have a beach terrain. 
  
In todayʼs demo three friends arrive at the bar for an evening of fun and socializing. These three 
friends have been to Ubi Bar before and have registered with the system using the mobile 
registration screen seen here [display profile-registration image]. All data entered by the user 
during registration as well as data collected throughout subsequent visits to the bar is stored in 
the cloud and is accessible to the user through a mobile app. This data only becomes available 
to the table when the user explicitly signs in via his or her phone [display phone sign-in image]. 
 
Images projected on the wall show the state of the first playerʼs phone throughout the 
experience, from sign-in to paying the tab and signing-out. And now, hereʼs Ubi Bar. 
  
Live Demo 
[Can enters the bar] 
Waiter: Hello, welcome to UbiBar. Just one this evening? 
Can: Hello. No two of my friends will be joining me shortly. 
Waiter: Alright let me go ahead and seat you and they can join you when they arrive 
  
[Waiter walks Can to a table] 
Waiter: Have you been here before? 
Can: Yep 
Waiter: Ok so you know all about our tabletop games. Iʼll leave you to browse the menu. Holler 
if you need anything. 
Can: Thank you 
  
[Can browses the menu] 
[Can places phone in the sign-in area and signs into the table] 
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[Nicole and Suzie arrive] 
Can: Go figure… yʼall are late like normal 
Nicole: Donʼt blame me, not my fault this time. I was ready. 
Can: Yeah yeah sit down. How you guys doing? 
Suzie: Oh you know about the same. Trying to finish stuff up for classes and still job searching. 
Nicole: Ugh do we have to talk about school and job searching. I swear thatʼs all anybody talks 
about anymore. Shoot Iʼd rather be shown pictures of furry “cute” kittens. 
Can: Glad to see youʼre in a good mood today. Letʼs order some drinks. 
 
[Suzie places phone in the sign-in area and signs into the table] 
[Nicole places phone in the sign-in area and signs into the table] 
  
[Nicole and Suzieʼs profiles display in front of them] 
Suzie: Look I have a free drink credit! I must have gotten more points last time I was here than I 
thought. 
  
[All three are quiet while placing drink orders through the table] 
  
Can: [begins browsing the game menu] Since you two slow pokes were late, I get to pick the 
game. 
Nicole: Thatʼs not fair! Who decided that?? 
Suzie: Would you relax. It goes to the first person who logs into the table. 
Nicole: Oh. I knew that. 
  
Can: Hey thereʼs this new game Bar Hopper they just got a couple days ago. I played it last 
night… itʼs pretty cool. You guys want to try it out? 
Suzie: Yeah sure that sounds fun. 
Nicole: I guess thatʼs ok. 
[Can selects Bar Hopper] 
[Nicole and Suzie opt into the game] 
  
Suzie: So howʼs this game work? 
Can: We all work together to collect all the golden beer glasses from the table. But thereʼs all 
these monsters running around who try to stop you and take back the glasses. But thereʼs also 
these things you can pick up that give you special powers. 
  
[Game begins] 
  
Nicole: Ok so do we want to have some sort of strategy for picking up these things? 
Suzie: Why donʼt we pick up the ones that are closest to us? 
Nicole: Ok that works for me. 
[Can collects 2 beer glasss] 
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Can: I got one! 
[Nicole collects 1 beer glass] 
[Suzie collects 1 beer glass] 
  
[Nicole collects a “double jump” power-up] 
[Nicole jumps chasm and gets 1 beer glass] 
[Suzie collects 1 beer glass] 
  
[Waiter arrives with drinks] 
Waiter: Here are your drinks. Suzie it looks like yours came with a power-up. Donʼt forget to 
look for them when you order your next drink. There marked in the menu with a glowing circle. 
Nicole: Ok so maybe this game sounds kind of cool. 
  
[Suzie traps a monster with her glass. The timer counts down 15 seconds] 
  
Nicole: Hey Can I see your part out of map is mostly forest. When did you go to the forest? 
[Can pauses his game] 
Can: I didnʼt tell you about my trip last summer? 
Nicole: Nope 
Can: Oh it was so much fun! 
Nicole: Why do I feel like this is going to be a long story… 
[Nicole pauses her game] 
Can: Probably because it will be. **Insert Canʼs story** 
  
Suzie: While you two were over there gabbing away I collected the last golden beer beer glass. 
Think yʼall might want to help me out over here so we can get to the temple? 
  
Can: Oops 
[Can and Nicole resume their games] 
  
[A forest fire occurs while Nicole is walking through the forest. Nicole loses 1 beer glass.] 
Nicole: Man I knew I didnʼt want to play this game! Now we have to go find that beer glass 
again. 
Can: Itʼs alright it's pretty close to me. Iʼll grab it real quick. 
[Can starts walking toward the beer glass] 
Nicole: Watch out thereʼs a monster coming towards you! 
 
[Suzie throws stunning snowball and freezes the monster for 8 seconds] 
  
Nicole: Umm my drinks empty but hey look it says Iʼve got enough points for a free drink. How 
much longer are we staying? 
Can: Iʼve got to be up early for a group meeting tomorrow so I need to leave soon. 
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Suzie: Yeah me too. 
Nicole: Alright Iʼll save my free drink for the next time we come. 
  
[Can, Nicole, and Suzie all walk towards the temple] 
[Players all reach the temple and place their beer glasss] 
Can: Good job guys. 
  
[Can sees a screen asking if they want to play again or return to the home screen] 
[Can selects return to the home screen] 
 
Suzie: Alright I guess we should pay. 
Nicole: I really like how we can pay using accounts linked through our phones. It makes leaving 
so much more efficient! 
[Everyone pulls out their phone and pays using it] 
  
[All walk to the exit. Once outside Can checks his phone to see that heʼs been logged out from 
the table] 
Can: Ok guys the table logged us out when we left the bar. Iʼm going this way so Iʼll see yʼall 
tomorrow. 
Suzie: Bye. 
Nicole: See ya later. 


